Summary Sheet

Chapter title/number: 12 & 13

Summary: There are a couple main topics expressed in these chapters. First, Muna tries to make sure Takanay is his father before giving him the sword, and learns he is not. Next, Muna runs to the mountains. He finds a temple and buries the sword underground and conceals it by putting plants on top of it. Last, Muna runs from the mountains and heads back to the city.

Reaction: Choose 1 - (1) How would I have felt in the character's place? (2) What is my opinion of what the character did? (3) How does the character's situation remind me of my own life?

I think what Muna did was very childish. He thinks he can just run away from the sword, but when he gets back to town he'll get an earful from Tsubiji.

Questions: (Evaluation, Compare/Contrast, Cause/Effect, Idea to Example)

1. (Evaluation) Why/What do you think ...?
   Why do you think Muna went to the mountains?

2. (Compare/Contrast) What are some similarities/differences between ...?
   What are some differences between Muna and Tsubiji?

3. (Cause/Effect) What caused ...?/What was the effect of ... on ...?
   What caused Muna to decide to hide the sword in the mountains?

4. (Idea to Example) What are some examples of ... in this Chapter?
   What are some examples of surprise in these chapters?